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ABSTRACT 

This study documents the contemporary subsistence harvest areas, 

seasonal rounds, and resource and regulatory concerns of the residents 

of Aniak, Crooked Creek, and Red Devil, Alaska. Conducted under con- 

tract to the Division of Subsistence, this project originated in re- 

sponse to requests by the local governments of Aniak and Crooked Creek 

that their subsistence use areas be documented and the information 

available for consideration in development of the state's Kuskokwim 

Area Plan. Since the focus is on land use planning, the study was 

directed at documenting the geographic and seasonal patterns of harvest. 

A standard household interview and mapping guide formed the basic 

research method. Interviews and mapping sessions were conducted in a 

directed sample of 51 active resource harvesting households in the three 

communities during May 1986 by the contractor and a Yup'ik-speaking 

research assistant. Information was collected on seasonal rounds of 

harvest for 35 species of fish, wildlife, and plants. Harvest areas 

were mapped for ten species groups and local perspectives on resource 

and regulatory issues were recorded. 

The 11 resource use area maps depict the maximum area of harvest 

for each species category during the period 1964-86. Three maps each 

were developed for each community, while Aniak residents' uses of the 

Iditarod River corridor from near Flat to the confluence with the Innoko 

River required two additional maps. These maps collectively document 

persistence as well as innovation in the harvest patterns of central 



Kuskokwim River communities. The wide-ranging harvest zones for each 

community reflect continuity with the past, while the introduction of 

aircraft-supported hunting and trapping indicates a new line of 

development. 

With regard to the state land use planning project which gave rise 

to this research project, the maps richly confirm the belief of village 

leaders that the future of subsistence harvests cannot be assured on 

Native corporate lands alone. Subsistence harvest zones extend through- 

out broader areas of state land, especially south of the Kuskokwim 

River. Consequently, the future of subsistence harvests depends in 

large part on the security of access to traditionally-used lands now 

under state jurisdiction. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Subsistence uses of the land and wildlife have long sustained the 

peoples of the central Kuskokwim River basin in western Alaska, (see 

Fig. 1). Although many changes have occurred in the 150 years since 

Russian explorers first entered this region, the fundamental economic 

reliance of area residents upon the wild foods of the area has been 

modified, but never replaced. 

Very recently changes in land status resulting from the Statehood 

Act, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA), and the Alaska 

National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) have created a new and 

more complicated picture affecting the future of traditional subsistence 

uses of the central Kuskokwim area. Since 1980, the state and federal 

governments have set forward a variety of proposals for oil and gas 

leasing, mineral entry, and new settlement in the central Kuskokwim 

region (e.g., Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 1983 and 1984). The 

earliest of these proposals were introduced without substantial 

consideration given to their potential impacts on ongoing subsistence 

uses in the area. All were greeted with strong local opposition, 

precisely because they were viewed as a threat to local subsistence uses 

of the land (see Brelsford 1985). 

Paradoxically, while all of these proposals were withdrawn or 

sharply reduced in scope, local people generally view the future of 

subsistence as less, and not more secure as a result. These early 

debates over land use questions commonly are seen as the leading edge of 
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a continuing barrage of challenges to the vitality of traditional land 

use patterns. 

Not surprisingly, traditional land uses and subsistence harvests 

are the primary and most urgent concern of central Kuskokwim residents 

as the State of Alaska pursues a comprehensive examination of land uses 

in the middle and upper Kuskokwim River basin. Under the Kuskokwim Area 

Plan (Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) 198S>, two years 

will be spent gathering technical information concerning current and 

potential uses of the land, coordinating with other land owners in the 

region, consulting with local people and the public throughout the 

state, and finally classifying state lands, These land classifications 

can have long-term effects on subsistence activities, not by directly 

restricting the hunting seasons or bag limits, but either by reserving 

or failing to reserve sufficient habitat to support abundant wildlife 

populations. 

This research originated in response to requests by the local 

governments of Aniak and Crooked Creek, who wanted to ensure that the 

areas they used for subsistence harvest activities were professionally 

documented and taken into consideration in the Kuskokwim Area Plan. The 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, (ADF&G) Division of Subsistence, has 

developed such documentation for four communities in the middle Kusko- 

kwim region (Charnley 1984; Kari 1983, 1985), and four others in the 

planning area (Stokes 1985). The Division supported the proposal to 

develop detailed information on Aniak, Crooked Creek, and Red Devil as 

well. 

The report which follows includes three sections. First, the 

purpose, organization, and methods of the project are detailed. Next, 
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the seasonal rounds of harvest activities in Aniak, Crooked Creek, and 

Red Devil are summarized, and general background information provided 

for each community. Finally, natural resource policy concerns are 

described for each community. This report accompanies a set of 11 

subsistence harvest area maps for the three communities, prepared as 

background data for consideration in the Kuskokwim Area Plan. These 

blueline maps (at 1:250,000 scale) appear under separate cover and are 

available for viewing at Division of Subsistence regional offices and in 

the study communities. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE RESEARCH PROJECT 

Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this project was to document the subsistence harvest 

areas of three communities in the central Kuskokwim region: Aniak, 

Crooked Creek, and Red Devil. Such data were needed for these 

communities to ensure careful consideration in the Kuskokwim Area Plan 

of their subsistence interests and uses of the land. To be used 

effectively in the plan, the subsistence data had to be available by the 

fall of 1986. 

More specifically, the terms of the project contract called for 

(1) a series of 1:250,000 scale United States Geological Survey (USGS) 

topographic maps delineating the "total areas used for harvesting 

selected resources" by each community in the past 20 years; (2) a table 

summarizing the seasonal harvest cycle for designated species in each 

community; and (3) a discussion of general land and resources issues in 

the three study communities. 

Given the immediacy of subsistence policy questions, the scope of 

this research was limited to a set of high priority items which could be 

obtained in the short time available before the Kuskokwim Area Plan 

advanced beyond the data collection stage. As a result, this is not a 

comprehensive description of subsistence harvest activities in their 

many lines of significance. In particular, the social organizational 

features and cultural or spiritual values associated with subsistence 
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harvest, sharing, and consumption are not examined, even though in the 

eyes of local people these are inseparable parts of the whole. Simi- 

larly, no attempt is made here to define trends or changes over time in 

resource harvest activities, nor have the relationships between the 

subsistence and cash economies been examined. Finally, harvest figures 

at household and community levels were not recorded. 

Organization 

This research was organized as a contract between the Division of 

Subsistence and Taylor Brelsford, a consulting anthropologist who had 

conducted research for his doctorate in anthropology in one of the 

neighboring communities in 1983-84. Raymond Peterson, a resident of 

Aniak with many years of experience in subsistence research, served very 

ably as research assistant for this project. Terry Haynes, Regional 

Supervisor in the Fairbanks office of the Alaska Department of Fish and 

Game, Division of Subsistence, designed and supervised this project. 

Fieldwork and data preparation, including community review, occurred 

during May and June 1986. Cartography for the final maps was completed 

in July and August 1986 by Mike Pritchard of the Department of Natural 

Resources, Division of Geological and Geophysical Services, in 

Anchorage. 

The research design for this project called for an examination of 

community subsistence harvest patterns over the past 20 years, based on 

a sample of individual households. Introductory meetings were held to 

explain the purposes of the project, and the communities were provided 

with an opportunity to review the preliminary results of the work. 
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Sampling 

In organizing the sample of households for this research, a balance 

was sought between the breadth of coverage and the need to assign 

priority to those households known to participate actively in resource 

harvesting activities. The plan was to interview all households in the 

smaller communities of Crooked Creek and Red Devil, while a "judgment" 

sample was developed for Aniak. The paragraphs which follow describe 

the results of this sampling by community. 

The three communities examined in this study differ widely in their 

size and social organization. Aniak is the largest, comprising an 

estimated 150 households, with a mixed cultural background including 

Alaska Native and non-Native traditions. Table 1 presents population 

figures for Aniak, Crooked Creek, and Red Devil for the period 1939 to 

1984. From the standpoint of subsistence research, in the central 

Kuskokwim, Aniak is unique in that a number of long-term residents, most 

of whom are non-Native, use aircraft to conduct their hunting and 

trapping activities. As requested in the introductory public meeting in 

Aniak, these households were included in the Aniak sample. Originally, 

a sample of 40-50 households was set as a target; from suggestions at 

the introductory public meetings and from Raymond Peterson's knowledge 

of the community, a list of 49 potential interview households was 

devised. Of these, 36 were interviewed during May and early June 1986. 

Unfortunately, a number were unavailable during these few weeks due to 

travel, fishing, employment and seasonal residence at fish camp. 

Nonetheless, given the high degree of coverage of priority households, 
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it is unlikely that additional household interviews would have extended 

the documented harvest areas any further. 

TABLE 1. POPULATION FIGURES FOR ANIAK, CROOKED CREEK, 
AND RED DEVIL: 1939-84. 

1939l 19501 19601 19701 19802 1984 est.' 

Aniak 122 142 308 205 341 476 

Crooked Creek 48 43 92 59 108 75 

Red Devil ? ? 152 81 39 27 

Total 170+ 185+ 552 345 488 578 

1 
2Darbyshi.re and Associates 1979. 
Alaska Department of Labor 1984. 

Crooked Creek is a predominantly Yup'ik Eskimo community, with 

some 25 permanently resident households. A few non-Native school 

teachers also reside in the community during the school year. All of 

the permanent resident households were sought out for interviews, and a 

total of 18 household interviews were completed in May 1986. Since some 

households are retired hunters who receive wild foods from the harvests 

of their sons, the 18 household maps obtained represent the harvest 

activity of 22 households in the years since the elder hunters retired. 

In addition, maps of harvest areas used in 1982-84 compiled by Taylor 

Brelsford were available as supplementary information for two of the 

three households not otherwise covered (Brelsford 1983). 

Red Devil is an unusual community in the region by virtue of its 

boom and more recent decline in population and its ethnic composition. 
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In May 1986, the community consisted of seven long-term resident 

households, plus three other households employed by the school district 

and generally resident only during the school year. Although the 

community began with the exploitation of the Red Devil mercury mine, 

today only one household is headed by an individual who settled there 

during that period. Several of the households are Alaska Natives with 

longer term residence in the general region, and some are more recent 

immigrants attracted by rural living. Many of the households are 

decidedly independent-minded and not entirely given to community-wide 

undertakings, consequently there has been fitful response to the 

planning meetings for the Kuskokwim Area Plan. The interviewing in 

individual households for this study was well-received at Crooked Creek. 

Maps were prepared for all seven of the long-term resident households, 

and discussion and comments were recorded with two of the school-related 

households. 

Recent changes in population have important implications for the 

subsistence data collected in Red Devil. Generally, these data might 

underrepresent the extent of harvest areas during previous years when 

the population was larger. Conversely, it is possible that the 

community will grow; one of the families which left in the past year is 

now negotiating the sale of their property to another family, in which 

case harvest areas may expand again. The point is, where population is 

somewhat larger and more stable, the patterns of the previous 20 years 

are a better basis for assessing probable future resource harvest and 

use patterns. 
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Interviewing 

The interviews themselves were conducted using an interview guide 

(see Appendix A). Seasonal harvest information was requested for 35 

species of wildlife and plants, and open-ended questions were asked 

about resource and regulatory concerns. Maps were prepared for ten 

species categories. In mapping sessions, each respondent was asked to 

point out, on 1:250,000 scale USGS topographic maps, the areas in which 

he or she harvested these species during the past 20 years. As a memory 

aid, the year of the Alaska earthquake (1964), was used as the starting 

point for the period under consideration. The information offered was 

recorded with colored markers on an acetate sheet placed over the base 

map. 

Most interviews in Aniak were conducted by Raymond Peterson, using 

English and Yup'ik as needed. Most of the aircraft-based hunters in 

Aniak were interviewed by Taylor Brelsford, as were all participants in 

Crooked Creek and Red Devil. These latter interviews were conducted in 

English. 

Data Compilation and Presentation 

A set of community-wide maps was generated from the individual 

household maps. The mapping compilation technique consisted of 

beginning with the household map having the most extensive harvest area 

for a particular species, and entering these boundaries on a worksheet 

overlay. By overlaying other household maps, this outer boundary was 

then expanded as needed to include the harvest area of each household 
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map for that community. The end result was a zone or number of zones 

which encompassed all harvest areas for that species by all community 

households. 

The mapped data are presented in a set of community maps, each of 

which covered three or four major species harvest activities. These 

were grouped together with a eye for visual clarity, and were not based 

on seasons .or closely related species groups. Each of the community 

maps includes one or two species harvest activities which extend 

throughout a broad area, and one or two conducted in relatively compact 

zones. 

Five maps were drafted for Aniak, since a separate map segment was 

needed to represent harvest activities in the Tditarod River corridor. 

All Aniak harvest activities could not be depicted within the size 

limits of the blueline paper, so the Iditarod-Innoko National Wildlife 

Refuge zones are displayed separately. The harvest activities occurring 

in the Iditarod River corridor all are undertaken by Aniak residents who 

own and use aircraft in their wildlife harvests. 

Compiling these maps posed one additional difficulty, particularly 

in the case of Aniak data. This was resolved by distinguishing between 

"general" and "extended" harvest areas for some species. The dilemma is 

this: for many kinds of harvest, most households concentrate their 

efforts in a relatively compact area, such as a river corridor for 

moose, or a group of hills for berries and small game. Occasionally, 

however, a household indicated use of a substantially larger area for 

certain harvest activities. If the one more extensive zone was taken to 

govern, then the concentration of the many other household& would not be 

apparent in the final map. A similar problem arose with some of the 
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vast zones of harvest effort associated with aircraft-supported hunting. 

The solution adopted here was to depict the first type of zone as the 

general harvest area -- that is, the one used by the great majority of 

households. The zones used by only a few households have been depicted 

separately as "extended zones". In this way, important details remain 

visible. 

Mapping was the first priority in the household interviews, so that 

when limited time was a factor the seasonal round questions were dropped 

in favor of using the time to document land use areas. The rationale 

for this was that the seasonal rounds are more consistent throughout the 

community, since most species are only available at specific times of 

the year. The open-ended resource policy questions were asked in all 

interviews, but responses were received from only a relatively modest 

proportion of households. 

Seasonal round data and resource policy concerns were compiled by 

tallying the results of the interview guides for all respondents. In 

the tables presenting the seasonal round data, principal and secondary 

seasons of harvest for each particular species are differentiated. 

While some individuals noted such distinctions during personal 

interviews, most did not. Instead, in compiling the community pattern, 

months in which only a few households reported harvest of a particular 

species were designated "secondary seasons," while months in which most 

or all households harvested that species were denoted as "principal 

seasons." 
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Community Review 

As described below, this research was guided by several principles 

of ethical research. Among these, we recognized the particular 

importance of having community review of the preliminary study results 

before drafting final products. The purpose is not only to correct 

errors, but also to ensure that the communities had a voice in the 

conduct and outcome of the research. Public meetings and meetings in 

households were held in each community for this purpose in June 1986. 

However, the results were limited by problems of timing and perhaps 

interest. Despite having mentioned the review step during all the 

interviews and providing prior notice, the early summer was not a good 

time for public review meetings, especially in Aniak. 

In Aniak, king salmon had begun to appear the day of the scheduled 

review meeting, resulting in sparse attendance at an evening meeting. 

Several participants whose household maps required additional work were 

later sought out, and corrections and confirmations made. In Crooked 

Creek, many participants were contacted at the afternoon mail call. 

Several carefully reviewed the maps, and offered minor additions and 

corrections. An evening meeting of the village council resulted in very 

small attendance. In Red Devil a public meeting was not attempted. 

Instead, the participants were visited individually and asked to review 

the maps during their lunch and afternoon breaks at a community 

construction project then underway. Not surprisingly, this strategy 

provided the most thorough review of all the study communities. In 

addition, data from one person absent from Red Devil during the original 

interviewing were added to the maps. The seasonal round tables and the 
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report narrative also were circulated to the traditional and village 

councils, to ensure that an opportunity to recommend corrections or 

comments was provided. None were submitted to the senior author. 

In sum, although reasonable efforts were made to provide notice and 

the opportunity to review the maps prior to submission, the level of 

review achieved was modest, particularly in Aniak. Thorough review 

assists in identifying errors which can slip into any research, 

particularly when conducted in a cross-cultural setting. Nonetheless, 

these data were gathered by experienced researchers familiar with the 

research topic and region; in instances where participants did review 

the results, only a very few minor revisions were suggested. 

The other purpose of community review refers back to research 

ethics. Part of creating the sense of respectful research is ensuring 

that many or most of the respondents have the opportunity to review the 

preliminary results. 

Project Ethics 

Research is always an intrusion , particularly in Yup'ik communities 

in which the norms of social communication hold that direct and extended 

questioning is quite rude. Consequently, the accuracy of information 

collected depends on creating and maintaining the good will of the 

research communities. This in turn hinges upon ensuring that the 

communities are treated in a respectful manner. In this project three 

ethical principles have been systematically observed. 

First, good research manners begin with informed consent. In 

public meetings and in household interviews, community leaders and 
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potential participants were offered a full explanation of the purposes 

of the research, the sponsorship and funding, the data sought, and the 

planned uses of the study results. Every potential respondent had the 

right not to participate in the study. Public meetings were held in 

Aniak and Crooked Creek in May 1986, and while attendance was modest, 

the discussions were very lively. In Red Devil, efforts to contact the 

Traditional and Village councils by phone and mail were unsuccessful. 

As a result, there was no formal decision by the elected leaders of the 

community to proceed with the research, but when Taylor Brelsford met 

with the heads of every resident household in the community in late May, 

he provided the same introductory information and no one objected to the 

research. In Aniak and Crooked Creek, the introductory .information was 

also summarized at the outset of each interview. 

Confidentiality is a second crucial aspect of research ethics. 

Each respondent participating in this study was informed that his or her 

subsistence data were confidential and would serve only to document 

community-wide patterns. The household maps and interview data were 

identified by a code number, to ensure confidentiality and anonymity of 

the respondent. 

The third aspect of research ethics observed in this work is the 

right of the study population to review preliminary results and receive 

copies of the final version. As discussed above, the preliminary 

results were circulated for community review; all participants were 

informed they could review the draft resource use area maps and where 

the draft maps were located in their community. Finally, letters were 

sent to each participating household thanking them for their assistance 

and advising them where copies of the final maps were available in their 

community. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SEASONAL ROUND OF HARVEST ACTIVITIES 

The figures presented in this chapter depict the seasonal round of 

harvest activities by residents of the three study communities. Sample 

size and data collection methods were described previously in the 

discussion of project methodology. 

In the presentation of these data, a distinction is made between 

primary and secondary seasons of harvest activity. This is based on 

what was often a substantial difference in the number of households 

reporting harvest activity during that period. Primary seasons were 

those reported by most or all respondents, while secondary seasons were 

those in which only a few households reported harvest activity. 
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Months Harvested 
Resource JFMAMJJASOND 

Large Mammals 
Bear (black & brown) 
Caribou 
Moose 
Sheep 

Furbearers 
Beaver 
Lynx 
Otter 
Marten 
Muskrat 
Red Fox 
Wolf 
Wolverine 

Salmon 
Chum, Red 
King 
Silver 

Freshwater Fish 
Blackfish 
Burbot 
Dolly Varden 
Grayling 
Lamprey 
Least Cisco 
Pike X 
Rainbow Trout X 
Sheefish 
Smelt 
Sucker 
Whitefish 

Small Mammals and Wildfowl 
Grouse X 
Porcupine 
Ptarmigan X 
Snowshoe hare X 
Waterfowl 

Plants 
Berries 
Other edible plants 
Wood X 

X 
X 

x x x - 
x x - 
x x x - 
x x - 
- - - x x x 
x x - 
x x - 
X x - 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X X X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 

- - - - 

x x 
x x 
x x 

X 

X X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X X X X X 

JFMAMJJASOND 

X Primary months of harvest 
- Secondary months of harvest 

Figure 2. The Seasonal Round of Harvest Activities 
by Aniak Residents, ca. 1964-86. 
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Months Harvested 

Resource JFMAMJJASOND 

Large Mammals 
Caribou 
Bear (black & brown) 
Moose 

Furbearers 
Beaver 
Land otter 
Lynx 
Marten 
Muskrat 
Red Fox 
Wolf 
Wolverine 

Salmon 
Chum, Red 
King 
Silver 

Freshwater Fish 
Burbot 
Dolly Varden 
Grayling 
Lamprey 
Pike 
Sheefish 
Sucker 
Whitefish 

Small Mammals and Wildfowl 
Grouse X 
Porcupine 
Ptarmigan X 
Snowshoe hare X 
Waterfowl 

Plants 
Berries 
Other edible plants 
Non-edible plants 
Wood X 

X 

X 

JFMAMJJASOND 

X Primary months of harvest 
- Secondary months of harvest 

Figure 3. The Seasonal Round of Harvest 
Activities by Crooked Creek Residents, ca. 1964-86. 
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Months Harvested 

Resource JFMAMJJASOND 

Large Mammals 
Bear (black & brown) 
Caribou 
Moose 
Sheep 

Furbearers 
Beaver X 
Land otter X 

.Lynx X 
Marten X 
Muskrat 
Red Fox X 
Wolf X 
Wolverine X 

Salmon 
Chum, Red 
King 
Silver 

Freshwater Fish 
Burbot 
Dolly Varden* 

X 

Grayling 
Lamprey 
Pike X 
Sheefish 
Sucker 
Whitefish 

Small Mammals and Wildfowl 
Grouse 
Porcupine 
Ptarmigan 
Snowshoe hare X 
Waterfowl 

Plants 
Berries 
Other edible plants 
Wood X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

JFMAMJJASOND 

* Dolly Varden are also referred to as trout in this community, 
although no rainbow trout are found above the Aniak River. 

X Primary months of harvest 
- Secondary months of harvest 

Figure 4. The Seasonal Round of Harvest Activities by 
Red Devil Residents, ca. 1964-86. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE GEOGRAPHY OF SUBSISTENCE HARVEST 
IN THE CENTRAL KUSKOKWTM 

As noted above, a primary objective of this project was 

documentation of resource harvest areas used by the study communities 

during the previous 20 years. This information appears on 11 blueline 

maps drafted at a scale of 1:250,000. These maps have not been reduced 

to a smaller format for inclusion in this report. Copies of all maps 

are on file in the three study communities, at the Kuskokwim Native 

Association office in Aniak, at Division of Subsistence offices in 

Fairbanks, Anchorage, Bethel, Dillingham, and Juneau, and at several 

other repositories of the Division of Subsistence Technical Paper 

series. For information about these maps, interested readers can 

contact the Division of Subsistence. 

This chapter describes the content of each resource harvest area 

map, as a means of specifying areas of particular importance to 

residents of each community. Information is provided on the means of 

access and harvest method employed for specific activities. Readers 

interested in further information on resource use patterns in central 

and upper Kuskokwim River communities are encouraged to consult the more 

detailed studies published by the Division of Subsistence for 

Chuathbaluk and Sleetmute (Charnley 1984), Lime Village (Kari 1983), 

Stony River (1985), and McGrath, Nikolai, Takotna, and Telida (Stokes 

1985). Many aspects of wild resource harvest and use in these 

communities, including harvest methods, work group composition, and 
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processing and distribution patterns, are expected to resemble those 

commonly occurring in Aniak, Crooked Creek, and Red Devil. Additional 

background information for these three communities appears in profiles 

prepared by Darbyshire and Associates (1979) under contract to the 

Department of Community and Regional Affairs. 

Aniak 

Harvest areas employed by the people of Aniak are particularly 

extensive, ranging along the Kuskokwim River from near Tuluksak to 

McGrath, and from the Iditarod Flats southward to the Aniak-Chikuminuk 

Lake complex. The large number of households at Aniak contributes to 

make the community pattern especially widespread. This also is 

influenced by the distinctive pattern of a small number of Aniak 

households who employ aircraft extensively in their hunting and trapping 

activities. As noted in the methods discussion above, the distinction 

between general and extended harvest areas is employed in the maps to 

indicate a broad difference in the proportion of the community using 

particular zones. In addition, an especially concentrated pattern of 

aircraft supported harvest occurs in the zone around the confluence of 

the Iditarod and Yetna rivers. In order to keep the Aniak maps within a 

reasonable size limit, Iditarod River corridor use areas appear on 

separate maps. 

Aniak Community Map No. 1: Moose, Caribou, and Fish 

Moose hunting by Aniak residents occurs through a vast zone along 

the Kuskokwim River from Tuluksak to McGrath and throughout most 
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tributaries in between. Particularly extensive zones of harvest are 

found in the lowlands between the Kuskokwim River and the Kilbuck 

Mountains, on the Aniak River, in an area north of Aniak, in the George 

River basin, and throughout the Holitna Basin, reaching as far as 

Shotgun Creek and the Chukowan River, Fuller Mountain, and the South 

Fork of the Hoholitna River. Many of the smaller Kuskokwim River 

tributaries, such as the Kolmakoff and the Holokuk, also are hunted, as 

are the Oskawalik River and Crooked Creek. Additional harvest areas 

accessed by aircraft supported hunters are displayed in the 

Aniak-Chikuminuk Lakes region. 

Caribou hunting by Aniak residents generally occurs upriver from 

the village in tributaries of the Kuskokwim River. Beginning at the 

Holokuk River and Horn Mountain, this area extends up the Kuskokwim to 

include the George River system, an extensive area in the Holitna Basin, 

the Stony River, and the area between the Stony and Holitna rivers. 

Several "extended" zones for caribou hunting are also found, including 

the Aniak River, the Holokuk River-Horn Mountain area, the Crooked Creek 

basin, and Taylor Mountain. A particularly large zone is used by 

aircraft-supported hunters, extending from the Aniak-Chikuminuk Lake 

complex across the Shotgun and Nushagak Hills to Taylor Mountain. 

Salmon fishing by Aniak residents includes several techniques 

including .drift and set gill nets and fishwheels. This harvest is 

concentrated on the Kuskokwim River from a point midway between Kalskag 

and Aniak to a point halfway between Chuathbaluk and Kolmakoff. Hooking 

for salmon, usually for silver salmon, occurs at the mouth of many 

tributaries, including the Owhut, Kolmakoff, Holokuk, Oskawalik, George, 
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Eightmile, and Holitna rivers. Fish camps, which serve as seasonal 

bases for salmon harvest and preservation by smoking, are generally 

located near the community. 

Non-salmon fishing methods include using fish traps for burbot in 

winter, set nets for whitefish, and hooking for Dolly Varden, grayling 

and trout. This harvest occurs throughout a number of much smaller 

stretches of river, particularly in the Kuskokwim River near the 

community. Important hooking points, however, are found at the mouths 

of many tributary streams, with especially intensive use of the lower 

Aniak, Owhut, Kolmakoff, Holokuk, George and Holitna rivers, The Aniak 

River hosts a world class rainbow trout population, taken in summer with 

rod and reel by Aniak residents , and in winter by hooks through the ice. 

Additional non-salmon hooking occurs at some upland lakes, including a 

lake locally known as "Pike Lake", (located in the northwest corner of 

TZON R57W Seward Meridian), Arhymot Lake, and Whitefish Lake, as well as 

in the Aniak-Chikuminuk Lake complex. 

Aniak Cmmunity Map No. 2: Trapping, Berry Picking, and Woodlots 

During the preceding 20 years, trapping activities of Aniak 

residents have been distributed throughout a vast area ranging from the 

Yukon River and Portage Lakes down to the foothills of the Kilbuck 

Mountains and the middle reaches of the Aniak River on the west, over 

the height of land into the upper Holitna River drainage in the 

southeast, and up to the George River system in the northeast. 

Individual traplines often are confined to river corridors, but where 

the topography is flat and barriers to travel are few, as in the Portage 
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Lakes area and the lowlands between Whitefish Lake and the Aniak River, 

individual traplines extend over much broader zones. Also shown on the 

Aniak community maps is a series of trapping zones utilized by aircraft 

based-trappers. These include the Iditarod River, the main fork of the 

George River, and a zone due north of Aniak, running northeast of "Pike 

Lake". 

Berry picking occurs in widely dispersed relatively small zones. 

In several areas a cluster of many small zones gives rise to large 

zones, as in the case of Whitefish Lake or the hills opposite Aniak. 

Interestingly, berry picking occurs along the Kuskokwim River as far up 

as Sleetmute. A small number of residents fly into the Aniak-Chikuminuk 

Lakes complex, and into Taylor Mountain to pick berries. 

Woodcutting occurs in relatively close proximity to the community, 

including all of the large island formed by Aniak Slough, and the lower 

reaches of the Aniak River. Many residents also take driftwood out of 

the river during spring and late fall high water. A smaller zone of 

wood cutting in the vicinity of Red Devil stems from the former 

residence of a family now living in Aniak. 

Aniak Community Map No. 3: Bear, Small Game, in Waterfowl 

Bear hunting occurs throughout wide-ranging zones, extending well 

up into the hills bordering the rivers. The area south of the Kuskokwim 

from Whitefish Lake east to the upper reaches of the Aniak River is one 

such zone. The north side tributaries from Crow Village to the George 

River are hunted for bear, while two of the south side tributaries 

include particularly extensive zones of bear hunting. This includes the 
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zone encompassing the Holokuk River system and linked by a corridor to 

the large zone on the upper Holitna. Other forks of the Holitna Basin, 

notably the Titnuk and the Hoholitna, are also hunted for bear, as are 

the Stony, Swift, and Tatlawiksak rivers. 

Small game harvest by Aniak residents occurs in a widely 

distributed set of small zones , generally found on high ground along the 

Kuskokwim River. Additional areas of small game harvest are found on 

the Holokuk, Kolmakoff and Oskawalik rivers, and a particularly 

important area is found in the lowland lakes clustered around Whitefish 

Lake. 

Waterfowl harvest occurs along the Kuskokwim River from nearly 

Tuluksak to McGrath, along the Aniak River and in many small tributaries 

between Crow Village and the Kolmakoff River. Several broad zones of 

waterfowl harvest are found in the lowland lakes south of Aniak and 

generally east of Whitefish Lake. To the northwest, waterfowl are 

hunted at Arhymot Lake and a cluster of lakes between Aniak and Paimiut 

Slough. Many of the larger tributaries from the Oskawalik to the 

Tatlawiksak rivers are also hunted for waterfowl. 

Aniak Community Map No, 4 
(Iditarod Corridor): Moose, Bear, and Small Game 

HaNeSt activities by Aniak residents in the Iditarod River 

corridor stem from a small number of aircraft supported hunters. Much 

of this harvest is pursued by boat from a base camp to which the hunters 

have flown. This is the case for moose and waterfowl hunting. For 

other game, notably caribou, the planes are employed to fly throughout 
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an area searching for game. The plane is then set down on a sandbar or 

lake. 

Aniak residents hunting moose in the Iditarod area generally 

concentrate on the Iditarod River to the confluence with the Yetna River 

and on to the mouth at the Innoko River. Bear hunting occurs through 

much of the Iditarod River bottom, especially the segment from below 

Otter to above Dikeman, and also in a small zone surrounding the 

confluence of the Iditarod and the Yetna rivers. Small game hunting 

occurs alongside bear hunting in the Iditarod River corridor, with an 

additional area extending northeast of the mouth of the Yetna, 

paralleling a trapline. 

Aniak Community Map No. 5: 
Caribou, Trapping, Waterfowl, and Berry Picking 

Caribou, as noted, are hunted through a wide corridor on the 

Iditarod River from roughly Flat to the confluence with the Yetna. 

Trapping occurs primarily in proximity to the camp at the mouth of the 

Yetna River, with additional zone extending like spokes in a north 

northwesterly direction toward the Yukon River, and another to the north 

east toward the Dishna Hills. An additional trapping zone is found in 

the Iditarod corridor up to a point just below Franklin Creek. 

Waterfowl harvests occur throughout most of the length of the Iditarod 

from below Otter to the mouth on the Innoko River, with additional areas 

on the Yetna River near where it meets the Iditarod River. Berry 

picking in this area is confined to a zone within a small radius of the 

confluence of the Yetna and the Iditarod rivers. 
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Crooked Creek 

Crooked Creek Community Map No. 1: Moose, Caribou, and Fish 

Crooked Creek residents hunt moose throughout a broad expanse of 

land, including the Kuskokwim River from below Kolmakoff to McGrath; the 

Oskawalik, Crooked Creek itself, the George River drainage, the Holitna 

Basin, and the Stony, the Swift, and the Tatlawiksak rivers. Within the 

area drained by the three tributaries closest to the village, 

(Oskawalik, Crooked Creek, and George River), a particularly dense 

pattern of harvest activity occurs, as even the smaller branches of 

these drainages are actively hunted. This hunting is almost exclusively 

confined to river bottoms; only a single individual defined his moose 

hunting area to include a substantial overland segment midway up Crooked 

Creek. This is depicted as an "extended" zone. 

Caribou hunting differs from moose hunting in that it takes place 

overland, well out of the river bottoms. Generally, the residents of 

Crooked Creek hunt caribou in four zones. The first begins south of 

Horn Mountain and extends up Crooked Creek into the Bonanza Flats 

segment of the Tditarod River, while the second encompasses much of the 

middle and upper George River Basin. The third such zone occurs in the 

Holitna drainage, and the fourth is found in the Stony River. 

Salmon fishing, generally by drift and set gill nets, but including 

fishwheels, is densely concentrated along the Kuskokwim River in the 

segment known as the "Great Bend". Additional effort, often by hook and 

line, is deployed at the mouths of many of the tributaries such as the 
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Oskawalik, Crooked Creek, the George, and the Holitna rivers. Fishcamps 

are clustered in close proximity to the village. Fishing for non-salmon 

species occurs throughout the Great Bend, including the use of set gill 

nets for whitefish, fish traps for burbot, and hook and line for gray- 

ling. Hook and line fishing also occurs at the mouths of tributaries 

between the Oskawalik and the Holitna rivers. 

Crooked Creek Community Map No.2: 
Trapping, Berry Picking, and Woodlots 

During the past 20 years, trapping has been conducted by Crooked 

Creek residents throughout virtually all of the Oskawalik, Crooked 

Creek, and George River drainages. Individual households have generally 

concentrated their efforts over the years on a small number of creeks or 

stretches of river. However, when taken together, these individual 

areas give rise to an especially dense network of trapping activity 

throughout the three drainages. In addition, virtually all of the 

smaller tributaries of the Kuskokwim River in the stretch from Sue Creek 

to Eightmile Creek have also been trapped by Crooked Creek residents. A 

small number of traplines in the upper Holitna Basin are also depicted. 

These reflect the fact that some Crooked Creek residents are closely 

related to Sleetmute households and share in traditional ties to the 

upper Holitna Basin. Despite the distances involved, it is important to 

note that all trapping areas shown on this map are reached by ground 

transportation. Through the late 1960s dogsleds were used, while 

snowmachines have been used since then. 
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Berry picking occurs in a number of discrete areas, many of which 

cluster together to create two expansive zones, one between the 

Oskawalik and the Kuskokwim Rivers, and the other north and west of 

Crooked Creek. Smaller zones are concentrated along the Kuskokwim River 

from below Oskawalik River to the Eightmile Creek, and up into the 

George River system, 

Woodlots are located along Crooked Creek and the Kuskokwim River in 

close proximity to the village. Driftwood is harvested extensively in 

the spring and late summer during periods of high water. 

Crooked Creek Community Map No. 3: Bear, Small Game, and Waterfowl 

Bear hunting by Crooked Creek residents is concentrated in the 

three main tributary drainages near the village: the Oskawalik, Crooked 

Creek, and the George River. Bear hunting is not confined to the river 

corridor, but extends into uplands and hills. Additional bear hunting 

takes place along the Kuskokwim River from below Kolmakoff to McGrath, 

often in association with moose hunting trips, in the smaller 

tributaries, such as the Holokuk River and Eightmile Creek, and up into 

the Holitna and Stony river drainages. Waterfowl harvest is 

concentrated in river corridors along the Kuskokwim, the Oskawalik 

River, Crooked Creek, the George River and in the Holitna Basin. 

Small game hunting takes place in a zone near the village including 

Oguohayadok Ridge, the lower reaches of Crooked Creek, and the hills 

just behind the village. The islands in the Kuskokwim River near the 

village are also intensively hunted for hare ("rabbits“), including use 

of the collective rabbit drive technique, in which a line of beaters 
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flush game into a waiting group of hunters. Additional effort takes 

place around Canoe Mountain, along the Oskawalik River and throughout 

several forks of the George River. As one informant pointed out, people 

also take small game during fall moose hunting and winter trapping 

trips. 

Red Devil 

Red Devil Community Map No. 1: Moose, Caribou, and Fish 

Red Devil residents hunt moose in three areas. The first is along 

the Kuskokwim River from the mouth of the George River to the Selatna 

River, while the second area encompasses the vast Holitna Basin, 

reaching above Kashegalok, up into Taylor Creek, along Titnuk Creek to 

Fuller Mountain, and into the South Fork of the Hoholitna. The third 

area of moose hunting is along the Stony River up to Lime Village. 

Caribou hunting by Red Devil residents takes place in a number of 

relatively large zones. Two of these are found in the George River 

drainage, although these are not seen as particularly productive areas. 

Additional caribou harvest effort takes place in a wide zone defined by 

the upper Holitna River, Taylor Mountain, and the Nushagak Hills. This 

large zone derives from aircraft-supported hunting effort. The third 

area of caribou harvest is found along the Stony River to a point 

several hours above Lime Village. 

Salmon fishing by Red Devil residents is concentrated on the 

Kuskokwim River in the vicinity of the village. Other species are taken 

along the main river, and at the mouth of the George River and Eightmile 
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Creek, for several miles up the Holitna River, and at a number of 

especially productive locations on the Holitna River up through 

Kashegalok. 

Red Devil Community Map No. 2: 
Trapping, Berry Picking, and Woodlots 

Trapping activity is widely distributed in discrete areas, 

generally running along rivers or creeks. Much of the trapping area 

used by this community is located in the hills north of the village, 

extending into the George River system. Additional areas are found in 

the Holitna drainage, up as far as Maka Creek. Some of these are 

accessed by plane rather than surface transportation. 

Berry picking occurs in a number of zones, the most extensive of 

which is located in close proximity to the village. A number of 

especially productive areas on the George River and the Holitna River 

are also regularly harvested, as are the foothills of Taylor Mountain. 

Woodlots are found near the village and seasonally occupied 

trapping cabins. Drift wood is also taken from the Kuskokwim River 

during the spring and fall periods of high water. 

Red Devil Community Map No. 3: Bear, Small Game, and Waterfowl 

Bear hunting takes place along the Kuskokwim River and into the 

Holitna River Basin, generally paralleling areas used for moose hunting. 

In addition, aircraft supported hunting occurs in several large zones in 

the George River drainage and in the Little Taylor Mountain-Nushagak 

Hills area. 
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Most small game hunting occurs in the vicinity of the village, 

including the hills north of the river and in the lowlands immediately 

around the village. Additional effort takes place throughout the zone 

of winter traplines. Red Devil residents hunt waterfowl on the 

Kuskokwim, Holitna, and Hoholitna Rivers, as well as on the Stony River. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESOURCE POLICY ISSUES 

As noted above, this research to document subsistence harvest 

patterns arose as a result of concern expressed by the local governments 

of Aniak and Crooked Creek. An effort was made in household interviews 

to better understand the nature of these concerns about the security of 

the subsistence way of life by posing an open-ended question about 

resource regulations, competition, and related concerns. The results 

were somewhat surprising, due to the diffuse rather than acute or urgent 

tone of the comments received. A relatively small number of comments 

were made, no acute threats were identified, and no single issue 

generated urgent opposition in any of the communities. Given the past 

history of strong opposition to particular resource development threats, 

especially in Aniak and Crooked Creek, this may be a matter of the 

interview format and the timing of this research, rather than an 

expression of general satisfaction concerning resource policy. From the 

earlier experiences, it is clear that latent concern can be galvanized 

into focused and strong opposition very quickly. But perhaps the 

results here demonstrate that, despite numerous diffuse concerns, people 

tend to respond more to specific threats than to abstract questions 

about the future. A single round of interviews, then, cannot accurately 

reflect resource concerns; the depth of feeling on these topics often 

emerges more clearly in the history of particular instances. 
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Aniak 

Aniak residents discussed a variety of resource policy concerns, 

although it is important to note that not all respondents identified 

such issues, and there were no topics on which all or most expressed 

concern. Based on previous cases in Aniak of community reaction to 

resource policy problems, the interview setting probably was not the 

most effective way to gather this information. For example, State plans 

for a land disposal some years ago on the Aniak River provoked a 

widespread and systematic campaign of opposition in Aniak, resulting in 

petitions and a flurry of angry letters. However, it is possible that 

these kinds of resource policy concerns reach crisis proportions only 

rarely and only for a short period of time. And no such lightening rod 

of opposition and concern was uncovered in the interviews, although a 

general concern about the security of the subsistence way of life was 

expressed. 

On the homesteading and new settlement question, four respondents 

expressed concern and opposition. They claimed homesteaders damage the 

areas where they stay, and may cause problems with others who have 

traditionally hunted in the areas settled. 

Four comments were received concerning mineral and timber 

development. One respondent was strongly.opposed to oil and gas Leasing 

in the Holitna Basin, but others expressed some degree of support for 

small scale and well-regulated developments. Specifically, mining was 

perceived to be less destructive than commercial guided hunting, and 
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small scale timber developments were strongly favored. On the topic of 

habitat protection, one respondent called for classification of the 

Iditarod River as wildlife habitat. 

A wide variety of views was presented on fish and game regulations. 

Seven comments expressed concern about the number of moose hunters from 

downriver on the Kuskokwim River who are now traveling into the central 

Kuskokwim area in the fall. In a similar issue of regional equity, two 

comments were made arguing that the downriver commercial fishery should 

be cut back to allow greater escapement and larger harvests in the 

central Kuskokwim region. The rural priority of the subsistence 

legislation was supported in two comments and strongly opposed in one 

other; federal takeover of wildlife management was opposed in one 

comment. Three comments concerned wasteful seasons or practices that 

should be restricted: spring waterfowl harvest, winter either-sex moose 

seasons, and winter take of Aniak River rainbow trout through the ice. 

Along these same lines, the strict season on caribou harvest on the 

Iditarod River was strongly supported in one comment. One respondent 

viewed as a potential problem the sharp increase of fly-in moose hunting 

in the Iditarod area, generally by Anchorage residents. Single comments 

were received advocating greater beaver harvest and an earlier moose 

season, and expressing concern about treaty problems in the high seas 

take of salmon which were creating declines in king salmon runs on the 

Kuskokwim River. Concern about the inactivity of the Central Kuskokwim 

Fish and Game Advisory Committee was expressed in one comment. 

On the related topic of commercial guiding, strong concern was 

expressed in seven comments on the excessive pressure on the wildlife 

resulting from commercial guiding operations. All but two of these 
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specified sport fish guiding on the Aniak as the particular topic of 

concern. A comment about too many tourists is also probably aimed at 

fish guiding operations. One noted that when the wildlife are used for 

commercial purposes, conservation can suffer, since the operators "have 

bills to pay." (Although not raised in the interview responses, in 

conversation in Aniak, the recent lease of an allotment on the Aniak 

River for a fish guiding operation was discussed with strong concern). 

Finally, a few miscellaneous comments were made. One suggested 

that the state is "taking too much land" and that it should be left to 

"everyone who does subsistence." Similarly, one comment expressed strong 

doubt as to whether the state will "respect subsistence maps" when 

preparing land use plans. One comment called for people to "live off 

the wildlife more." 

In sum, Aniak residents hold a variety of views about most forms of 

resource development, although homesteading is generally opposed. Fish 

and wildlife regulations evoked divergent comments, ranging from 

criticisms of waste to calls for restriction of down-river moose 

hunters. The pressures of commercial fish guiding, especially on the 

Aniak River, are consistently viewed as a major concern. 

Crooked Creek 

As in the other communities, no single land or resource issue 

generated urgent opposition or concern. However, as elsewhere, this 

kind of opposition has been expressed in the past on resource policy 

questions -- notably on new settlement during the BLM Tditarod-George 
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Planning Block review in 1983 -- and so could quickly re-emerge in the 

face of new specific threats. 

Settlement received relatively widespread critical comment during 

interviews. Five comments were made opposing new settlement, many 

citing the negative experiences on the Holitna River. 

Mining was viewed in divergent ways in a number of comments. Five 

comments stated that existing mines have done little harm to wildlife, 

while two others opposed new mines and two criticized existing mines as 

driving game away. One of these latter commentators stated that he had 

quit trapping on the George River because of mining activities. 

Timber development was the subject of one favorable comment. This 

remark stated that small-scale developments were good, and provided 

jobs. In a general comment on resource development, one person stated 

that if the areas traditionally used for subsistence were used for 

anything else, then pollution and depletion of the wildlife would 

result. 

On fish and game regulations, five comments were received, each on 

a different aspect. One comment criticized waste of game, while two 

others called for changes in seasons. It was suggested that the spring 

moose season be in late March and for bulls only, although bulls can 

only be recognized by their tracks at that time of the year. Another 

response called for beaver seasons that open earlier and extend later, 

from freeze-up until May. One comment expressed concern about the 

number of downriver moose hunters entering the area each fall, and 

another expressed disappointment that the Central Kuskokwim Fish and 

Game Advisory Committee was inactive, when there are important issues 

requiring the attention of this group. 
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Red Devil 

Red Devil is a community in which attitudes toward resource use 

generally reflect its history as a mining boomtown. Many of the current 

households, Native and non-Native, have worked in the mines, and 

generally view mining as being environmentally compatible with 

protection of wildlife and the environment. At the same time, this is a 

community which prides itself on its independent character; a 

substantial diversity of views emerge in the comments on resource policy 

concerns, notably in the case of new settlement. 

On settlement and homesteading, some residents viewed new 

settlement as opening up destructive competition for limited wildlife 

resources. Along these lines, one resident suggested that new 

settlement should be focused on the main river, not in the tributaries 

of the Kuskokwim River which serve as the relatively undisturbed hunting 

areas. At the same time, one resident spoke vigorously for the need to 

open additional lands in the Holitna Basin, citing the frustration of 

attempting to settle and raise a family in the region while no land is 

available for private purchase. Another comment referred to the 

upcoming state land disposal at Windy River, suggesting that this 

disposal would encounter substantial problems due to extremely difficult 

access. 

Interestingly, events in Red Devil during the summer of 1986 

suggested that something of an echo to the 1972-74 homesteading on the 

Holitna River is currently underway, and some parcels obtained in that 

period are now being sold and resettled. During the course of the 

research, two groups , totaling five families were finalizing 
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arrangements to take up residence on the Holitna River in the summer of 

1986. Both groups intended to establish fish guiding operations. With 

the exception of a seasonal use trapping cabin permittee, this marks the 

first time since the 1972-74 period that new residences have been 

established in the Holitna Basin. In addition, a third parcel is 

apparently being considered for purchase by the Red Devil resident who 

called for further state land disposals. 

On resource development more generally, one comment argued that it 

is possible to develop the timber and mineral resources without harm to 

the environment; much more significant in this individual's view are the 

destructive consequences in the community from the lack of jobs. Along 

somewhat similar lines, one comment held that when mining is handled 

well it has no harmful effect, and instead attracts game to the cat 

trails. Again, in a similar vein, one comment strongly favored and 

encouraged timber development, although not in the immediate vicinity of 

the community. 

The status of traplines in resource policy decisions was the 

subject of one comment. Traplines, in this view, should be "recognized 

as an important use" and not ignored in favor of other possible uses of 

the land. 

On wildlife management and regulation few comments were made. One 

comment suggested that moose and waterfowl seasons were somewhat too 

restrictive, while another called for reinstatement of a vigorous 

predator control program by placing a bounty on wolves. 
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Summarv 

Several regional patterns of concern are suggested in the 

collective comments recorded in Aniak, Crooked Creek, and Red Devil, 

although it is clear that a definitive account requires a great deal 

more research and evidence. Homesteading is generally opposed, mining 

is often viewed as benign and is occasionally opposed, while small-scale 

timber development is strongly supported. Hunting pressure from outside 

the region and competition from commercially guided operations are 

consistently criticized. A few comments opposing what were viewed as 

wasteful seasons were made, although it is clear that if asked 

specifically, most respondents would support the spring waterfowl and 

winter moose seasons. 
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APPENDIX A. CEXTRAL hVSKOKWCf HOUSEHOLD 
INTERVIEW GUIDE. 

xx = -. . 
wi-uy months - - -Cmduy - - 

b-old Sirr 
Frm Wmrr (1%) 

and cm’ 1tY rwirr - 

ronthr 

Rainb- -=-- Shmmfish 

Ultaf a1 - 
Sh-or 6i.. 
PWCupi ne -- 

Plants 
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Do you have concuns or worries about your hunting, fishing and trapping? 
Do you mmm problrrro with Corprting uses of land or wildlife, n- rmgulotims, 
l tc? 

(Note any answers, including specirr groups, or r-ions to which the concerns 
WJPlY.) 

Ha00 i ng 

Note areas in which this hourrhold harvested wildlife since the flood in 
1964 (20 yrur). Uu the following groups: 

Bear 

Caribou 

PlOOSe 

Furbearers (not- trapping camps) 

Salmon (note fishcups) 

Otha fish 

!zimall saam 

water-f owl 

Plants (includr uoodlots) 




